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Introduction 

Sanghol, consisting of a group of high ancient mounds, locally known as Ucha Pind, is located in 
the tahsil Khamanon, district Fatehgarh Sahib, Punjab. It lies at a distance of 40 km of the west of 
Chandigarh on Chandigarh-Ludhiana road and is at a distance of 32 km from Ropar. According to 
the local tradition, Sanghol was formerly known as ‘Sangaladvīpa’, and the folk tale of Rup Basant 
was associated with it like Ropar. The present name might have been derived from Saṅghapura, a 
name which may have been given for its being a stronghold of Buddhist congregation or Saṅgha.1 
A terracotta clay Sealing with Gupta Brāhmī legend discovered from Sanghol mentions the name 
‘Nandipurasya’ and carries a representation of a bull to right above. 

Some scholars interpreted this as the evidence of Sanghol was known as Nandipura in the 
5th century CE.2 The river Sutlej once flowing by the side of the village but now it has shifted to a 
distance of about 10 km. The results of excavation and explorations of this site have provided 
evidence of continued habitation at this site from 2000 BCE to modern times with short breaks in 
between. Sanghol was an important town on an ancient trade route, which served as a meeting 
place for traders, pilgrims, artists and other people from Madhyadeśa and Gandhāra during the 
Kushāṇa period. Standing on the main Uttarāpatha, Sanghol connected Taxila with Mathura, 
Kauśāmbī, Sarnath, Pāṭaliputra and Chandraketugarh.3   

The major group of one hundred and seventeen sculptures was found in a pit area 
between the discovery point of stūpa and the monastery into the fine clay deposit of the virgin 
soil. These sculptures were basically covered with loose earth and found placed one over the other 
in a pit. When the sculptures were removed and reconstructed, found with a low railing, one time 
running round the stūpa on the high platform. Amongst these few will be discussed in details. All 
the sculptures made of red spotted sand stone which is available in the Mathura region and 
belong to Mathura school of art during the Kushāṇa period. The art of Sanghol is mainly the art of 
śālabhaňjikās, surasundarīs etc.4  

The present paper is an attempt to study the Kushāṇa art of Sanghol and specifically 
emphasized the female beauty often referred to ancient texts. The female forms reveal the 
perfection both technically and in the evocation of a gentle erotic mood and charm without being 
vulgar which provoke feelings of sensuality. 
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Sculptural Arts: A Survey 

On the railings, the portrayal consist imperial devotees, monks, śālabhaňjikās, dohada scenes, 
mother-child, musicians, alasakanyās, lady taking bath in spring, lady with bow, lady with sword, 
lady with mirror, lady with wine jar, lady taking toilet box, lady taking wine from Parthian 
drinking cup, lady playing with arm, lady holding garland, lady putting on a necklace, lady 
plucking flowers and so on. Accompanying all of these sculptures, the most usual and the most 
significant depiction is the dohada scene with a little bit touch of a variety of symbolic forms. In 
this context Kālidāsa’s Meghadūta is extremely important. 

The carving of the sculptures was probably done in the Mathura workshop, because we 
can link them up with the raw material used in making the sculptures; all of these sculptures were 
carved out of red mottled sandstone of Agra-Mathura region. That is including sixty nine railing 
pillars, thirteen coping-stones and thirty five cross-bars. Most of these pillars have been found 
ornamented with beautiful female figures, sitting and standing in various voluptuous poses and 
all busy in a variety of pastimes. Generally these figures are known as śālabhaňjikās, vriśchikās 
and yakṣhīṇis in early Indian literature. Both in the Suṅga and the Kushāṇa art and it was perhaps 
most popular category to showcase the heavenly females in earthly attire. The railing pillars and 
brackets were acted as the platforms of the depiction of Rāyapaseṇiyasutta, a Jain chronicle.5 

The composition of the front sides of these pillars is divided into three different sections. 
The central panel is representing a male or female figure, several times standing on a crouching 
dwarf, sometimes it is called varṇayakṣa or guhyaka. Above this section another panel shows a 
railed balcony where many a time one or two human beings, sometimes couples, are shown 
gazing at and rejoicing the scene below with have a facial expression depicting a certain amount 
of curiosity and admiration in their eyes. They are seen overlooking the yakṣhīs from behind a 
curtain, hung between two pillars with almost a similar sense of joy in some instances. 

These yakṣhīs are having normally dressed up in sheer dhotis tied around their hip and 
hanging down gracefully along the sides and in front. But generally it exhibits nudity, warmth of 
flesh and voluptuousness; the bosom is invariably bear with prominent breasts but not 
disproportional. These yakṣhīs are seen adorned with some selected jewellery and ornaments such 
as bangles, necklaces, ear-rings, etc. But the most important and loveliest part is the multi-
stringed girdle with biconvex short flat beads and spacers. The hair-do consists for a large variety 
of styles. One can say that these śālabhaňjikās (Fig. 21-23) were very popular amongst the Mathura 
artists as is attested by a large number of railing pillars decorated with their very images found in 
the Mathura region and beyond. 

The Nāyikā images too are prominently found on the Sanghol railing pillars where they 
are shown standing in various graceful postures engaged in various pastimes like other female 
figures. Significantly, the postures of their appearance on a number of pillars are closely related 
same in which the yakṣhīs appear at Mathura. However, a number of scenes found at Sanghol 
have not so far been found or depicted at Mathura by the artists. 

The most common postures of the yakṣhīs at Sanghol is the tribhanga posture, plucking or 
holding gently a branch of a flowering tree like that of the Aśoka, Champaka and Kadamba. This 
subject is repeatedly represented in Indian art right from the Suṅga period. The artists might have 
taken up the concept from the Śālabhaňjikā festival,6 of outdoor games mentioned in the early 
Buddhist literature. These yakṣhīs are regarded not only as the personified forms of nature (they 
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are basically shown with trees, water, animals, etc.) but also as the mothers and other-goddesses 
busy in suka-krīdā, jala- krīdā, etc. about which considerable literature exists. 

There also exist two other railing pillars presenting a picture of a damsel standing under a 
champaka tree, and a parrot perching on her shoulder. At Mathura, the correspondent of this 
scene can be also witnessed. A delightful stunning woman is engraved in another pillar in a scene 
in which she is bathing naked under the fleetly falling waters of a spring; the water is accumulated 
below in the form of a pool which also occurs at Mathura. In another illustration she is seen 
tenderly drying and squeezing her long beautiful hair. Next to her side a swan is shown who, is 
ready to quench its insatiable thirst with the water, which was dropping down of the yakṣhī‘s hair, 
has instantly taken the tip of her wet tresses in its beak, so as not to allow even a single drop of 
water fall on the floor which it has mistaken for a pearl (Sadyasnata, Fig. 16).7 This motif also 
known as Rājaśekhara’s Karpūramaňjari motif of a maiden just bathed (Sadyasnata), wringing her 
wait hair with a haṁsa or goose drinking the falling drops of water, goes back to 2nd century CE 
sculptures of Mathura and Sanghol. However Kāvyamīmaṃsa of Rājaśekhara mentions keli- 
haṁsas drinking water dripping from the wait hair of women.8 

Fig.1. Lady with Flute and Flask, 
Sanghol Museum 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2. Madhu-Pana, Sanghol Museum 

The next most favourite theme of the Kushāṇa artists was ‘Aśoka dohada’,9 (Fig. 18-20) in 
which a charming and young yakṣhī is shown delightfully kicking the Aśoka tree, is an act, in 
which, according to traditions, caused the tree blossom. It has been mentioned to the tradition as 
Aśoka dohada by Kālidāsa in his Mālavikāgnimitram and Raghuvaṁśam. A bunch of three 
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sculptures demonstrating the aforementioned theme have been reported from Sanghol, as well as 
the same theme is also existed on Mathura railing pillars. In previous two scenes a beautiful 
young lass is noticed performing the act of dohada with her feet holding a bow of Kāma in her 
hand. In the third scene of the sculpture, she is doing the act of dohada holding a wine cup in her 
hand (Fig. 20). This recalls minding that part of the ritual in which, while acting the dohada, the 
heroine spits a mouth-full, sprinkles of some drops of wine on the stem of a tree as mentioned in 
Meghadūta. 

 

Fig. 3. Mother 
playing with 

Child, Sanghol 
Museum 

Fig. 4. Mother and 
child, Sanghol 

Museum 

 

Fig. 5. 
Dugdhadharini, 

Sanghol Museum 

 

 
Fig. 6. Mother and 
child playing with 

rattle, Sanghol 
Museum 
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Fig.7. Prasadhika (Lady with 
Toilet Tray) Sanghol Museum 

 

Fig.8. Paribhoga-
Darshini (Yakshi with 

Mirror), Sanghol 
Museum 

 

Fig.9. Darpana-dharini 
(Yakshi with Mirror), 

Sanghol Museum 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Fig. 10. Lady plucking 
Flower, Sanghol 

Museum 

Fig. 11. Lady 
plucking Flower, 
Sanghol Museum 

Fig.12. Couple, 
Sanghol Museum  

Fig.13.  Nati (Acrobatic 
Dancer), Sanghol Museum 
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Fig. 14. Lady with a 
garland, Sanghol 

Museum 

Fig. 15. Langorous 
lady, Sanghol 

Museum 

Fig. 16. Sadya-snata (Lady 
drying her hair), Sanghol 

Museum 

Fig. 17. Yaksharohi (Yakshi 
riding Vama Yaksha), 

Sanghol Museum 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 
Fig.18. Asoka Dohada,  

Sanghol Museum 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.19. Asoka Dohada,  
Sanghol Museum  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.20. Asoka Dohada,  
Sanghol Museum  
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Fig. 21. Śālabhaňjikā, 
Sanghol Museum 

Fig. 22. Śālabhaňjikā, 
Sanghol Museum 

Fig. 23. Śālabhaňjikā, 
Sanghol Museum 

 

 



 

 

 
Fig.24. Lady putting her necklace, Sanghol 

Museum 

 
Fig.25. Lady serving wine, Sanghol Museum 
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Both Mathura and Sanghol sculptures indicate to the fact that the Kushāṇa artists were 
very affectionate to present adorable damsels fully immersed into drinking wine and in a state of 
drunkenness. Amongst the pillars, one of them from Sanghol presents a couple, in which the 
female appears highly drunk, supported only by her male companion in a half kneeling posture 
with curving shoulder (Fig. 12).10 The lady, shown in a half kneeling position on a cushion, seems 
to be the state of intoxication.11 The Bacchanalian scene from Maholi in the Mathura Museum, 
and on a pillar from Mathura, resembles the above-mentioned picture.12 However, for the first 
time at Sanghol the artist attempted to present a youthful woman busy in taking the last drop of 
wine from a tall tumbler (Madhupana, Fig. 2). At both Mathura and Sanghol several pillars have 
been noticed through the lights which are carved with lady attendants who are carrying beautiful 
globular wine pots for their mistresses, along with the āmramaňjarī or grapes, flute, etc. are 
found. These attendants sometimes known as prasadhikās (Fig. 7) in ancient literature are 
portrayed as carrying a toilet tray for their mistresses. And both at Sanghol and Mathura, on some 
pillars, the mistresses are seen busy ornamenting themselves with beautiful floral garlands, ear-
rings, etc. (Fig. 14, 24). Very often they are shown looking into mirrors adjusting the necklace or 
the locks of hair (Fig. 9). But sometimes the mirror performs in total dissimilar role, where the 
heroine or the nāyikā is exposed herself shyly fondling the teeth or nail marks of her lover left 
behind on her cheeks. It is sometimes called paribhogadarshinī (Fig. 8).13 As many as three 
sculptures representing this theme have been found at Sanghol. 

In this connection Harry Falk’s study of wine making process and its association with 
Buddhist monasteries are quite fascinating.14 His study mainly based on scenes from architectural 
depiction of Buddhist monasteries, toilet tray objects and few inscriptional evidence from large 
bowls, which were used for making wine. Surprisingly he also mentioned that, from Sanghol one 
large hemispherical bowl with lotiform leaves on the exterior was found but still it is 
unpublished.15 He also did not give any references to this fact. The excavation report will only 
throw light on this issue. Falk says that the monasteries also involved with wine cum merry-
making festival and it was adopted by such monasteries because of the attractiveness of this 
festival. He included Mathura and Sanghol for such kind of activities and may have been adopted 
from the Gandhāra region.16 Sculptural depictions from Sanghol, drinking wine, serving wine and 
all that (Fig. 1, 2 & 25) attest people not only consumption wine but also produced locally. It is 
further evidenced by Pokharia and Saraswat’s study, and grape (vitis vinifera) seeds were 
recovered from Sanghol excavation during Kushāṇa period.17 It is interesting that grape seeds also 
found from Rohira, Punjab from pre-Harappan and Harappan context.18      

The Kushāṇa artists and their art tradition had tried to highlight the female beauty in 
various postures. But the most notable and significant feature of these artists is they present the 
sculptures of mother with child scene to emphasize the Mother goddess aspect of the yakṣhīs. 

The Srī Lakṣmī concept where a yakṣhī is pressing her breast for the life-giving milk 
(Dugdhadharini, Fig. 5), the symbol of life, fertility and prosperity19; is an already known Mathura  
examples where a small amount of subsidiary representations are similar with this site. 

But, in the case of Sanghol the artists became much developed and portrayed the child in 
her lap also (Fig. 3, 4 & 6). In another sculpture, a young mother, charmingly endowed, is playing 
with her child with a rattle (Fig. 6). However, a few representations of this theme are completely 
new-fangled to Mathura     art. Another depiction of a young mother with her grown up child is 
seen rising up a steep hill is the finest instance to note. Likewise in another depiction, where a 
mother is seen holding her son upward and both are laughing in exhilaration, that sorts out the 
thought that the artist could capture the most joyous moment. They are both placed under a 



 

 

blossoming tree. However, this female posture has been portrayed in the scene of 
puṣpaprachayikā, i.e., female gathering flowers (Fig. 10 & 11). So far the subject exists both at 
Mathura and Sanghol. 

The depiction of yakshārohī is so far never found in Indian art, the most curious view 
engraved on a pillar at Sanghol. It is about an ugly bulky old man who is shown carrying a young 
charming yakṣhī on his back (Fig. 17). The face of the damsel is seen delighted with joy after 
having a vehicle, while the old man’s face is very gloomy as he appears not to have liked the idea 
of being the transport system for the young woman. Radha Banerjee20 claims that the details of 
the sculpture correspond closely to one of the tales of the Mahaummagga Jātaka which bring out 
the extra-ordinary intelligence and presence of mind of the Bodhisattava in one of his births as 
Mahaushadha. This sculpture depicts the first of the story and only representation so far known 
and it adds to the list of Jātaka representations in Indian art as Banerjee write.21 

The presence of aristocratic male and female devotees as well as monks found besides the 
beautiful yakṣhīs make it charming, on the railing pillars both at Mathura and Sanghol. They are 
normally depicted as in standing posture, dressed in formal costumes according to their status, 
and holding a garland in their hands. One railing pillar from Sanghol finds a devotee in a monk’s 
dress and having a combed back hair-do, wearing saṅghati but adorned with the earrings and is 
holding a garland.  

 

Concluding Remarks 

The women figures from Sanghol bearing the high social aesthetics senses, clearly indicates that 
they belongs to Mathura school of art. The advance technique used in the production of these 
sculptures gives us an idea of the aesthetic sense of the artists’ as well as the world they lived in. 
The Kushāṇa artists and their art tradition had tried to highlight the female beauty in various 
postures. All the sculptures adorned with heavily ornaments such as ear-ring, necklace, bangle, 
garland and their hair styles also marks a special attention. The lower parts from the broad waist 
with heavy hips and thighs covered by heavy folds of dhotī (drapery) and looks like nude even 
when wear a dhotī. Upper parts of the body completely uncovered in all the sculptures with 
heavily globular breasts, close to each other, equal and hard, emphasize physical charm and 
sensuous appeal but not at all looking vulgar even when these are semi-nude in nature.22 The 
Kushāṇa art of Mathura, to which the Sanghol sculptures belong, is admired for the charming 
facial features, proportionate bodies, sensuousness and voluptuousness noticeable in female 
figures. Their bulging eyes and protruding lips added in the female beauty of Sanghol. For these 
amazing sculptural arts, Sanghol, find as a famous place for world history of art.23 The exuberant, 
lavish and accurate women figures embodied in the stone speaks of the culture in which these 
were made.    
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